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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to describe the activities of the work undertaken by EYCA in 2022 as a result of 
the support the Association received through a Grant Agreement with the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility 
through the Youth Card in the framework of the Council of Europe.  

The Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility through the Youth Card has become one of the core priorities of the 
European Youth Card Association, through 35 years of its operations. EYCA has invested significant efforts 
to revive and strengthen its relationship with the Council of Europe as part of implementing its vision to 
improve youth mobility and active citizenship for all young people in Europe. 

European Youth Cards are a valuable tool for physical and social mobility of young people. Not only do they 
offer benefits that help youth to save up and reinvest in their personal development but having an EYC also 
exposes young people to various professional opportunities. Moreover, European Youth Cards provide 
communication channels, enabling policy-makers (1) to provide young people with information, and (2) to 
engage with young people directly in policy and programme design.  

In 2022, the implementation of the programme of Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility was less impacted by 
the COVID-19 pandemic and we had the opportunity to organise again in-person events.  

Priorities  

Having in mind the Council of Europe Youth Sector’s priorities for the 2022-2025 adopted by the Joint Council 
on Youth, we argue that youth mobility remains an important tool for achieving these objectives.  

The year 2022 represented a back to normal in terms of mobility and a great opportunity for young people and 
youth workers to come back to in presential events. However, the scars of the covid-19 pandemic were still 
visible, as some participants had difficulties to travel or the first part of the year was still uncertain in terms of 
restrictions and many events had to take place hybrid. The experience of previous years also determined the 
youth sector to be more reflective on the issue of sustainability and thus the topic is reflected in next year’s 
programme of the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility. 

The proposed specific aims for the Partial Agreement work programme 2022 were: 

- Reinforce trust of young people in pluralistic democracies, with a focus on capacity building for youth
organisations and public institutions to work together to advance youth civic engagement;

- Explore how the European Youth Card, as a youth mobility tool, can support opportunities for disadvantaged
young people (in particular Roma youth and refugees) and build intercultural skills for all youth;

- Explore the role that the European Youth Card can have in advancing synergies on youth work policies and
contribute to the European youth work agenda.

I. HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY: YOUTH POLICY AND YOUTH WORK
PROMOTING THE CORE VALUES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE

1. Commissioning design and content input for EYCA communications tools

1.1 Communication activities have been implemented as planned. 

The EYCA Facebook page is growing, with 4.200 likes and an average organic reach of 35.000 users per 
month. 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/youth/priorities
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1.2 Website 

The EYCA website was updated throughout the year.  

Information on the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility through the Youth Card is prominently featured - 
https://eyca.org/partial-agreement.  

The new website highlights the good practice of EYCA members via a dedicated section - 
https://eyca.org/national-projects - to which content is constantly added. 

1.3. PA on Youth Mobility branding  

In 2022, EYCA advertised the branding of the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility during the events it 
organised and open calls. Over 100 persons were directly exposed to the branding and at least double of that 
via the open calls for the two events publicly available this year.  

EYCA also distributed its promotional materials branded with Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility and 
plans to print more in the next year. 

EYCA Update 

The EYCA internal mailing list offered information to all members about opportunities at European level, 

 
news from members and benefits for young cardholders. 

The Partial Agreement’s seminar calls were promoted accordingly and member organisations were 
encouraged to attend and present good practices.  

2. Travel, board and lodging associated with:

2.1 Quality improvement support to existing members 

In 2022, while transitioning back to normal, EYCA managed to offer support visits to key member 
organisations, organise youth trainings both residential and hybrid mode, and organise three Partial 
Agreement seminars, two in hybrid mode and one fully in person. Key elements of each of the visit are 
presented below. 

Visits to Romania 

Several support visits were offered to Romania, as throughout 2022 there were governmental changes that 
opened a window of opportunity to discuss the possible cooperation of EYCA with the newly formed Ministry 
of Family, Equality of Chances and Youth. Visits were undertaken in March, September and November 2022. 

As a follow up, Romania is preparing the legal documentation to join the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility 
and strengthen support for the EYC services in Romania. 

The Ministry will work closely with EYCA´s member organisation in Romania and even consider taking 
over the EYC services at some point. 

Visit to Poland 

In June 2022, EYCA changed its member organisation in Poland and welcomed a new member, the Foundation 
for Youth Projects. Throughout this transition, the services for young people did not stop and we ensured 
continuity. 

In November 2022, EYCA office undertook a support visit to meet the new team who runs the EYC and 
understand better their strategic plan. EYCA offered advice and support to make strategic decisions and 
advance other cooperation partnerships.  
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Visit to Cyprus  
 
In November 2022, EYCA office undertook a support visit to Cyprus to meet the new team managing 
the EYC at the Youth Board of Cyprus. EYCA offered strategic advice on how to best link the EYC 
services with other opportunities for young people. 
 

EYCA office met staff of its member organisation in Cyprus in other departments and had a chance 
to better understand the structure of the organisation and the variety of its services. 
 
Visit to Andorra 
 
EYCA Director undertook a visit to Andorra to assist the member organisation, Carnet Jove Andorra, 
with strategic negotiations with both the banks and the Ministry of Youth. 
 

The visit also offered support to the rest of the staff in planning for 2023 and thinking ahead of various 
European policy priorities they can connect to.   
 
Visit to Spain 
 
The Spanish member organisation, INJUVE, went through several strategic discussions with the 
CCAAs (autonomous regions) and EYCA office was there to offer strategic support in the decisions 
about future developments of the EYC in Spain. 
 

Discussions with Spain about joining the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility are ongoing. 
 
2.2 Identifying and supporting the new member organisations of EYCA 
 
In 2022, EYCA focused on strengthening its presence in the already existing countries and territories. 
Members in Italy, Montenegro or Portugal had seen a significant boost in number of users, outreach 
to young people and new partnerships. While discussions on membership change or stronger 
cooperation took place in some countries, globally there were no significant changes in that respect.  
 

For 2023, EYCA plans to expand in the Baltic countries and other territories like Armenia, Republic 
of Moldova and Kosovo.  
 
2.3 Legal support dimension of quality improvement development 
 
2.3.1 Domain registration and protection 
 

To ensure the reciprocity of European Youth Card discounts and benefits in all European countries, 
the registration and protection of online domains is crucial. To make sure youth information is easily 
accessible to young people, EYCA has registered europeanyouthcard.xy and eyca.xy domains, so 
that they can be used by member organisations. 
 
2.3.2 Effective license and sub-license agreements 
 

According to the EYCA Statutes, there can only be one licence holder for the European Youth Card 
per territory, i.e. one organisation developing the card for the given country/territory. However, to 
expand the distribution network and to make the card available to all young people, there are also 
sub-licence agreements in some cases. EYCA provides the legal services connected to both licence 
and sub-licence agreements. 
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II. LIVING TOGETHER IN DIVERSE SOCIETIES: YOUTH POLICY AND YOUTH 
WORK PROMOTING INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE 
 
1. Commissioning technology infrastructure: 
 

- to support good practice database development 
- to support EYCA’s members’ group structure 

 
1.1 EYCA discount database & intranet 
 
The new EYCA discount database was introduced in 2018 together with the website. The database allows 
members to use APIs to add their discounts to the EYCA database automatically. This translates into quality 
discount information for young people at all times.  Throughout 2022, the discounts were updated in the new 
database and organised in a user - friendly way, which makes it more accessible for the young people. 
Currently there are over 33.000 valid discounts available to all cardholders across Europe.  
 

The existing EYCA intranet continued to be expanded into a comprehensive EYCA Customer Relationship 
Management system (CRM), in order to streamline the collaboration between EYCA and its member 
organisations. 
 

EYCA also advanced the negotiation of new pan-European discounts as requested by young people. Most of 
them spent the lockdown consuming on-line services of education, entertainment, culture and shopping online. 
Thus, the EYCA members adapted their business model, in an effort to increase the pool of cardholders and 
to have a better access to them providing health related information.  
 
EYCA continued cooperation with Market AAD aiming to offer young people across Europe new benefits.  
 
1.2 EYCA App 
 
The EYCA app project is currently being used by 9 EYCA member organisations. The project features two 
development options: the use of a general European Youth Card app or receiving support from EYCA to 
develop a local card app. 
 

In addition, other 14 EYCA member organisations use local card apps, thus highly increasing the digitalisation 
of EYC in Europe. 
 

Compared to last year, more card organisations have begun to offer digital solutions to their cardholders. Out 
of 55 card organisations, 36 offer a digital European Youth Card (mobile app or otherwise) to young people 
in their territories. 
 
2. EYCA’s members’ group structure, including specific Conference workshops 
 
EYCA regional meetings were organised in person and hybrid mode this year, as travel restrictions relaxed. 
This was an opportunity for EYCA members to meet two times in groups this year and exchange good practices 
on how they are providing youth work services during the pandemic.  
 
Therefore, in preparation for the EYCA General Assembly and the Conference, the meetings took place as 
follows:  
 
Group 1: 13-14 June  Porto (Portugal) 
Group 2:  3-4 June  Prague (Czech Republic) 
Group 3:  9 June   online 
Group 4: 30 May/1 June  London (UK) 
Group 5: 7-8 June  Rome (Italy) 
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Partial Agreement evolution and new possibilities of implementation were discussed in the meetings.  
 
Also, the Partial Agreement programme 2023 was discussed. 
 
3. Commissioning the generation and dissemination of knowledge relating to volunteering and 
youth citizenship 
 
During 2022, EYCA was implementing the results of the surveys carried out in 2021 among both members 
and non-members of the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility. EYCA hired the services of Ms. Florence 
Mourlon to: 
  
- facilitate a seminar «Democracy Done Right», Italy, 16-18 November 2022,  and 
- produce a report for a «50/50» training on «Implementation of the Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation 
on Youth Work», Malta, 25-26 April 2022. 
 
III. SOCIAL INCLUSION OF YOUNG PEOPLE 
 
1. Travel, board and lodging associated with knowledge exchange meetings and events related 
to promoting and developing social inclusion aspects of youth card organisations 
 
In 2022 EYCA was able to organise its flagship event dedicated to EYCA member organisations, the 
Maximising Impact seminar. This year, it took place on 29-30 March 2022 in Brussels, Belgium aiming to 
build capacity of youth card organisations, in a post-pandemic social and economic context.  A detailed 
programme is presented below. 
 

DAY 1 – 29th of March 

Arrival of participants 

13.00 – 14:00 Welcome lunch  

14.00-14-30  

Welcome  

 EYCA Director 

 EYCA Board member  

 EYCA Office   

Round of introductions from participants 

14.30 – 16.00 

Looking ahead: challenges and opportunities in post-pandemic years  

 Babis Papaioannou, European Commission - Youth policies in post pandemic years 

EYCA members share experiences of improving and restructuring the EYC services over the 

past two years – discussions in groups  

16.00 – 16.30 Coffee break 

16.30 – 18.00 

Resources in the EYCA Network  

Mapping resources, strengths, opportunities and challenges for the next two years 

(presentation of MI Programme) 

EYCA Strategy presentation - Manel 

Brainstorm on other needed resources or services from EYCA office 

Gathering inspiration from EYCA members who thrived during pandemic. Presentations 

from: Group 3: Belgium Flemish 
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20.00 Dinner 

DAY 2 – 30th of March 

09.30 – 11.30 

Gathering inspiration from EYCA members who thrived during pandemic. Presentations 

from: 

 Group 1: Andorra 

 Group 2: Bulgaria 

 Group 3: Austria (online, tbc) 

Questions and Answers 

11.30 – 11.45 Coffee break 

11:45 – 13:00 

Gathering inspiration from EYCA members who thrived during pandemic. Presentations from 

(all TBC): 

 Group 4: Scotland, UK 

 Group 5: Italy (National Government) 

Questions and Answers 

13:00 – 14.30 Lunch  

14.30 – 16.00 

Learn more about different models of EYC development (work stations) 

Working stations on: 

-cobrand with municipalities (Portugal) 

-cobrand with universities and youth organisations (Slovenia) 

-the EYC as a policy tool & reward system (Young Scot) 

-the EYC and youth work (BiH) 

*Different EYCA members will lead on these parallel sessions 

16.00 – 16.30 Coffee break  

16.30 – 18.00 
Closing remarks 

One-on-one meetings with the EYCA office (15-20 min. each, please let us know if interested) 

20.00 Dinner 

DAY 3 – 31st of March 

Departure of participants 

 
EYCA supported member organisations to undertake exchange visits, especially when restrictions relaxed. 
Among exchange visits that were undertaken by EYCA member organisations, we mention: 

 Young Scot from Scotland, UK visiting Carnet Jove Andorra and Agencia Catalana de la Juventut, Spain; 
 Carnet Jove Madrid, Spain visiting Region Lazio, Italy; 
 MOVIJOVEM, Portugal visiting Young Scot, UK  

 
In addition, other mobility experiences were mainly dedicated to young people: 

 Local mobilities across Europe as part of the Conference on the Future of Europe and European Year of Youth; 
 Attending the General Assembly of the Association of European Regions in Dublin, Ireland; 
 Attending the University on Youth and Development of the North-South Centre of the Council of Europe 

(Mollina, Spain). 
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2. Work Programme 2022 of the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility through the Youth Card 
 
In 2022, EYCA co-organised three Partial Agreement activities, two of them in person and one in a hybrid 
format. As much as possible, EYCA continues to give priority to in-person events, especially as online time 
starts to take a toll on young people and professionals´ mental health. These were:  
 
1. «50-50» training seminar «Synergies to implement the Youth Work Recommendation CM/Rec(2017)4: Can 
the European Youth Card be used as a policy tool?», 25-26 April 2022, Santa Venera, Malta 
 
2. Thematic seminar on «Democracy Done Right: young people as key actors in pluralistic democracies and 
the role of the European Youth Card», 16-18 November 2022 
 
3. Promotional Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility seminar to familiarise possible new member states with 
its functioning and work, and answer their questions.  
 

1. “50-50” training seminar “Synergies to implement the Youth Work Recommendation 
CM/Rec (2017)4: Can the European Youth Card be used as the policy tool?”  
25-26 April 2022, Santa Venera, Malta 

 
The «50/50» training seminar on “Synergies to implement the Youth Work Recommendation CM/Rec (2017)4: 
Can the European Youth Card be used as the policy tool?” was organised as part of the 2022 work programme 
of the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility through the Youth Card. It was particularly dedicated to policy 
makers, civil servants and youth card organisations from member States of the Partial Agreement. 
 
It aimed at, first, strengthening the relationship between Governments and European Youth Card 
organisations, in view of better policy implementation. The focus of that policy implementation, and that was 
the second aim, was the development of youth work- policies and -services, meeting the standards of the 
Council of Europe in this field. Using as a starting point the Council of Europe Recommendation CM/REC 
(2017)4 on Youth Work addressed to its member governments but also other resources1 available, the training 
seminar’s objectives were: 
 
- Strengthen the capacity of policy makers and youth card organisations to work together in implementing 
Council of Europe standards in the field of youth work; 
- Offer a unique space for members of the PA on Youth Mobility to build stronger partnerships with their 
country’s counterparts from the European Youth Card organisation (where relevant), and vice-versa; 
- Identify possible synergies between different policy processes and understand better what role the European 
Youth Card play in addressing challenges of youth work. 
 
Profile of the participants 
 
This “50/50” training seminar was open to governmental representatives from member States of the Partial 
Agreement on Youth Mobility together with their counterparts from the European Youth Card organisations 
(where relevant) in their respective countries.  
 

Programme of the training seminar 

DAY 0 | SUNDAY, 24 April 2022 

19.30 
 

Arrival of the participants and dinner at the hotel 

DAY 1 | MONDAY, 25 April 2022 

09.30 – 10.00 

 
Welcome and short presentations 

 
1 https://www.coe.int/en/web/youth/youth-work  
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 Agenzija Zghazagh - Maltese Youth Agency  

 Council of Europe – about the PA on Youth Mobility 

 EYCA Director – about EYCA  

10.00 – 10.45 

Aims and objectives 
 

Introduction of the facilitator and the rapporteur 
 

Introduction of the participants 

Mapping expectations and needs 
 

10:45-11:15 Coffee Break 

11.15 – 12.00 

 

Youth Work input 

 Key note speaker on the complexity and diversity of youth work realities 

 Introducing the Council of Europe Recommendation on Youth Work 

12.00 – 13.00 Good practice examples of youth work in Malta 

13.00 – 14.30 Lunch break 

14.30 – 15.30 Good practices of Youth work in EYCA organisations 

15.30 – 17.00 

 

Dedicated time for Governmental representatives and EYCA organisations to work 

in groups (per country or thematically) and identify possible synergies on how to 

use the EYCA card for youth work practices 

17:00-17:30 Concluding the Day 

20:00 
 

Dinner 

DAY 2 | TUESDAY, 26 April 2022 

9.00 – 10.30 
Panel discussion: Challenges and opportunities in youth work - from 

recognition of the profession to meeting the needs of digital natives 

10.30 – 11.00 Break (coffee and light food) 

11.00 – 11:15  Surveys on the Partial Agreement: presentation of summary results 

11.15-12.15 

 

Dedicated time to discuss in groups possible future actions the Partial Agreement 

should offer to its members in the field of youth work through the European Youth 

Card  
 

12.15 – 13.30 

Conclusions 
 

Possible solutions and recommendations to the policymakers from the Partial 

Agreement member states and EYCA organisations 
 

Next steps, evaluation and closing  
 

Departure of the participants who do not stay over for the CDEJ Spring University 

 
A detailed report of the event is available at this link: https://rm.coe.int/50-50-seminar-pa-malta-25-april-
2022-report/1680a6fcea  
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2. Thematic seminar «Democracy Done Right: young people as key actors in pluralistic 
democracies and the role of the European Youth Card», 16-18 November 2022, Santa 
Severa, Italy 

 

The seminar “Democracy done right: young people as key actors in pluralistic democracies and the role of 
the European Youth Card” was organised within the 2022 programme of activities of the Partial Agreement 
on Youth Mobility through the Youth Card and was aimed at supporting the recognition of various forms of 
participation in community and democratic societies as well as to explore the different ways in which the 
European Youth Card could be a tool for engagement of all young people. 
 
The objectives of the seminar were the following: 
 
1) offering a space for debate and reflection on how pluralistic democracies could be revitalised and on the 
role of youth organisations; 
2) identifying how tools such as the European Youth Card (EYC) could be used to educate and engage young 
citizens in important civic debates and empower them as key actors in their communities; 
3) making policy recommendations to strengthen youth participation in emerging areas such as internet 
governance, while implementing the principles of the Council of Europe policy frameworks (ex. The Revised 
European Charter on the Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life). 
 
Profile of the participants 
 
This seminar brought together (representatives of): 
- Governments of the member states of the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility through the Youth Card (8); 
- EYCA member organisations, partners and networks (8); 
- European youth organisations and civil society organisations (9); 
- International organisations (3); 
- Young activists or non-organised young people (3); 
- Researchers in youth participation and other subjects relevant to the seminar (2). 
 
All presentations and the full report of the event are available here.   
 

Programme of the seminar 

DAY 1| THURSDAY 17th November 2022 

10.00 – 10.30 

Welcome 
 Mr. Pietro Tidei – Mayor of Santa Severa 

 Mr. Lorenzo Sciaretta – Lazio Youth Card 

 Ms. Natalja Turenne – Council of Europe 

 Mr. Manel Sanchez – EYCA Director 

10.30 – 10.45 
Aim and objectives of the Seminar 

 mapping the audience 

 setting expectations 

 

10.45 – 11.30 

Presentation of EYCA 
Presentation of the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility through the 
Youth Card 

11.30 – 12.00 Coffee break 

12.00 -13.00 
From social media to the civic spaces – youth as key actors in democracies 

Keynote speaker:  Anna Lavizzari 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1UcaL4js0P-3ReuVwdyuql9CuLs86UJMa
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13.00 – 14.00 Lunch break 

14.00 – 15.00 

Presentations: European Youth Card and youth participation best practices 

 LazioCrea – the EYC and local participation with a European 

dimension 

 Centre for Youth Education, Montenegro – empowering rural youth 

to participate 

15.00 – 16.00 Contributions from participants and connections to EYC – Work groups 

16.00 – 16.30 Presentations from work groups and closing remarks 

16.30 – 17.30 Free time or visit of the Santa Severa Castle 

19.30 Dinner 

DAY 2 | FRIDAY, 18th November 2022 

 

9:30 – 11.00 
Panel discussion: empowering youth as key actors in democracies and 
showcasing examples of good practice from grassroots 

11.00 – 11.30 Coffee break 

11.30 – 13.00 

Presentations: European Youth Card and the Youth Participation best 

practices 

 National Youth Card Association, Bulgaria 

 aha – Jugendinfo Vorarlberg, Austria 

 SPass – Salzburg region of Austria 

Questions and Answers – Closing remarks 

13.00 – 14.30 Lunch and departures 

 
 

3. Promotional Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility Seminar, 1 December, Brussels, 
Belgium and on-line 

 
The event was both hosted at the Council of Europe premises in Brussels, Belgium, where the 
Bulgarian delegation and the EYCA office were present in person, and had the majority of the 
participants online. 
 

The objectives of the seminar were to: 
 
- Promote the European Youth Card as a tool for policy development and implementation, at local, national 
and European levels, especially towards Government representatives; 
- Share good practices on how the European Youth Card is developed by EYCA members; 
- Encourage Governments who have not signed the Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility to do so and address 
‘youth mobility’ as a priority in their public policies; 
- Present results of survey among members and non-members of Partial Agreement on Youth Mobility through 
the European Youth Card. 
 
All presentations can be accessed are available here. 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vrGBjvAcUtiPxamoVvpQvjS-QoySf6aZ?usp=sharing
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PROGRAMME OF THE SEMINAR 

 

Thursday, 1st of December  

Details for connectivity 

Join Zoom Meeting https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84386441268?pwd=bk1icU5rdVY3TjdIaXlLbzVEMDlDZz09  
 Meeting ID: 843 8644 1268 
Passcode: 598264 

9.30 – 9.45 
Welcome words 

Round of introductions 

9.45 – 10.45 

Presentation and discussion:  

The Partial Agreement and its role in the implementation of youth policies in member 

states – examples of good practice from governments 

EYCA Presentation 

10.45– 11.00 Break 

11.00 – 12.00 

Presentations from EYCA member organisation 

 SLOAM, Slovenia 

 MOVIJOVEM, Portugal 

12.00 – 13.00 
Questions and Answers 

Closing remarks 

 
 
IV. POLICY APPROACHES AND INSTRUMENTS BENEFITING YOUNG PEOPLE AND 
CHILDREN 
 
1. Commissioning technology infrastructure  
 
The EYCA common card number database (CCDB) allows for card numbers to be verified instantly online. 
This allows cardholders to use online discounts and services such as mobile applications. The development of 
the CCDB continued in 2022. New member organisations added their card numbers to the database, with over 
7 million card numbers verifiable via the CCDB currently.   
 
In 2022, EYCA continued to support members to add customised features to the EYCA free app, making the 
experience more user-friendly for young people, by offering tech grants as part of the MI programme 
 
2. Special edition of the European Youth Card 
 
In 2022, EYCA continued using the EYC special editions app especially to promote active participation and 
mobility of young people. In addition to using the EYC special edition to promote processes like Conference 
on the Future of Europe, the digital card was used to promote the European Year of Youth at the LevelUp! 
Event, open to young people from all Council of Europe member states. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

The 50/50 training on implementation of the CM Recommendation Rec(2017)4 on Youth Work 
(25-26 April 2022, Santa Venera, Malta) 

 
List of participants 

 
 

Name and Surname Institution Country 
   Governmental representatives    
1. Narine HOVHANNISYAN, 
Specialist, Youth Policy  Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport ARMENIA 

2. Armenuhi PETROSYAN     ARMENIA 

3. Marina SMERNIĆ, Head  

 
Independent Service for International Cooperation in the 
field of Demography/Youth,  Central State Office for 
Demography and Youth   CROATIA 

4. Michalis KATSOURIS  Youth Board of Cyprus  CYPRUS 
5. Martti MARTINSON, Head of 
Youth Monitoring   Ministry of Education and Research   ESTONIA 

6.  Kartin OLT, Chief Expert, 
Department of Youth and Talent 
Policy Ministry of Education and Research  ESTONIA 

7. Kristine KAPANADZE, Deputy 
Head Youth Agency of Georgia  GEORGIA 
8. Dea ABULADZE, Youth Work 
Department Head  Youth Agency of Georgia  GEORGIA 

9. Chrysanthi PAPADOPOULOU 

Hellenic Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs, 
Office of the Secretary General for Vocational Education, 
Training, Lifelong Learning and Youth GREECE 

10. Charles SCHILTZ 
Ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enfance et de la 
Jeunesse, Direction générale du secteur de la jeunesse  LUXEMBOURG 

11. Miriam TEUMA, CEO  

Agenzija Zghazagh (Maltese Youth Agency), Ministry 
of Education and Employment  MALTA 

12. Sarah SPITERI  

Agenzija Zghazagh (Maltese Youth Agency), Ministry 
of Education and Employment  MALTA 

13. Ruth MIFSUD  

Agenzija Zghazagh (Maltese Youth Agency), Ministry 
of Education and Employment  MALTA 

14. Pedro FOLGADO, Director Portuguese Institute of Sport and Youth  PORTUGAL 

15. Joao EIXA, Senior Officer  Portuguese Institute of Sport and Youth  PORTUGAL 
16.  Ana Cristina F.T. DA COSTA 
GARCIA Portuguese Institute of Sport and Youth  PORTUGAL 
17. Maria do Rosario CARDO 
NUNES CORREIA  Portuguese Institute of Sport and Youth  PORTUGAL 

18. Riccardo VENTURINI 
State Secretariat for Territory and Environment, 
Agriculture, Tourism, Civil Protection, Youth Policies  SAN MARINO 

19. Igor JESIH, Office for Youth  Ministry of Education, Science and Sport  SLOVENIA 
20. Nuria RAMÓN PÉREZ, Director 
General  Catalan Youth Agency  SPAIN 

21. Bulut ALTUN, Expert  Ministry of Youth and Sports  Türkiye 
22. Mehmet Ali Orhun SULUNGUR, 
Expert  Ministry of Youth and Sports  Türkiye 
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23. Eray ALARÇIN, Assistant 
Expert  Ministry of Youth and Sports  Türkiye 

 
Representatives of the Advisory Council on Youth 

(CCJ)  

24. Spyros PAPADATOS  European Students' Forum (AEGEE)   

 
Representatives of the European Youth Card 

Association (EYCA)  

25. Jan PELOZA  EYCA President  Slovenia 

26. Marie ANGE NEU  National Agency for Youth Information (ANIJ)  Luxembourg 

27. Pedro PINTO  Movijovem 

 
Portugal  

28. Rafaela NUNES  EYCA Youth Panel  Portugal  

29. Josep MOLINE  EYCA Vice President  Spain 

30. Marko KOLETIC  Hosteling International, EYCA Croatia  Croatia 

31. Monica SALA  Carnet Jove Andorra Andorra 

32. Nana ROBITASHVILI  Tbilisi Youth Centre Georgia 

 Representatives of the EU Commission  

Jacob KORNBECK, Policy Officer EAC.B.3 (Youth Unit) (Policy Sector) Belgium 

Jordi TORRES ROSELLO EAC.B.3 (European Youth Portal) Belgium 

 Organising team  

Natalja Turenne Council of Europe France 

Giovanna Montagna Council of Europe France 

Corina Pirvulescu EYCA Office  

Manel Sanchez EYCA Office  

Florence Mourlon Rapporteur France 

Louis Debono Facilitator Malta 

Ann Murphy 
Keynote speaker, Youth Work Co-ordinator, Killarny 
Youth Centre 

Ireland 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
Thematic seminar «Democracy Done Right: young people as key actors in pluralistic democracies and 

the role of the European Youth Card» 
16-18 November 2022, Santa Severa, Italy 

 
List of participants 

Name and Surname Institution Country  
1. Marie‐Ange Neu  ANIJ/EYCA member  Luxembourg   

2. Carlos Paz  IPDJ  Portugal 
 

3. Lena Hatto 
Ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enfance et de 
la Jeunesse  Luxembourg 

 

4. Mishel Grigoryan  “Dream Youth” social‐youth NGO  Armenia 
 

5. Sergio Ryan 
Centre for Peace Studies (CPS), UiT: The Arctic 
University of Norway  Norway 

 

6. Chryssanthi Papadopoulou  MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS  Greece   

7. Kristina Tsankova  European Solidarity Corps volunteer, EYCA, BU  Bulgaria   

8. Kerem Eğilmez 
European Federation of Psychology Student 
Associations  Hungary 

 

9. Jarkko Lehikoinen  Alliannssi  Finland 
 

10. Dražen Gečević  YHI / EYCA member  Croatia   

11. Maylinda Bajrami  EYCA Youth Panel  Albania 
 

12. Chloe Whyte  Local Youth Voice Empowerment UK  Scotland 
 

13. Nikitas Papadopoulus  EU & You  Italy   

14. Begüm Merve Demirsoy  Jugendvision e.V.  Germany 
 

15. Liviu Leteanu  Associatia Youth Competency Development  Romania 
 

16. Izabella‐Maria Kacso‐Doboly   Ministry of Family, Youth and Equal Opportunity   Romania   

17. Ali NOOR  IMPGT  France 
 

18. Iva Naskova 
Youth delegate from the Macedonian delegation to 
the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities  North Macedonia 

 

19. Filip Milenkoski  Young European Ambassador, WeBalkans  Italy 
 

20. Maria Christodoulou  Youth Board of Cyprus  Cyprus 
 

21. Manuel Caldoneiro  HI Évora – Pousada de Juventude/ Movijem  Portugal   

22. Kaltra Toska  New Epoch youth center  Albania 
 

23. Marco Morelli  Dipartimento Politiche Giovanili  Italy   

24. Joao Macado  Movijovem/Student association  Portugal   

25. Carolina Mejia Toro  Consultant in NGO L'osteria volante  Italy   

26. Veli Esen  Teacher at HENDEK ANATOLIAN HIGH SCHOOL  Turkey   

27. Jugoslav Radovic  Centre for Youth Education  Montenegro 
 

28. Lily Elenkova  NYCA/Ministry of Youth and Sport of Bulgaria  Bulgaria   

29. Jean Paul Roumegas  EYCA France  France   

30. Zorica B.  Centre Youth Education  Montenegro   

Natalja Turenne  Council of Europe (org.team)  France   

Florence Mourlon  Facilitator and Rapporteur (org.team)  France 
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Corina Pirvulescu  EYCA (org.team)  Belgium   

Manel Sanchez  EYCA (org.team)  Belgium 
 

Lorenzo Sciaretta  LazioCrea (org.team)  Italy 
 

Giulia Castellucio  LazioCrea (org.team)  Italy   

Giacchino Santalucia  LazioCrea (org.team)  Italy 
 

Anna Lavizzari  Keynote speaker  Italy   

 
 

APPENDIX 3 
Partial Agreement’s promotional seminar (hybrid) 

 1 December 2022, on-line and in Brussels 
 

 
Bulgaria, Ministry for Youth and Sport (2) 
Peter Butchkov, Deputy Minister 
Lilia Elenkova, Advisor 
 
Albania, Cabinet, Youth and Sport (2) 
Arlinda Topcio 
1 colleague from the same structure 
 
Latvia (1) 
David Garsva, CDEJ 
 
Romania, Ministry for Family, Youth and Equal Opportunities (1) 
Julia Tineret 
 
Nassim Djaba, Slovenian Youth Agency 
David Costa, Movijovem, Portugal 
Maria Paula Cristina, Movijovem, Portugal 

 


